
 

 

 

Dear Sailing Club member                        10th November 2010 

With the increase in plant growth this year in Rollesby Broad we are aware of some of the difficulties 

the Sailing Club has encountered. We have kept in communication and offered to attend a committee 

meeting to hear more about your concerns. This happened on 4th November and was hopefully very 

useful to both parties. We hear you and are committed to working towards a solution. We felt some 

information might help understanding of the position and the possible resolution process. 

Who Looks After the Trinities? 

The Trinity Broads are managed by a partnership of four organisations:  

The area falls within the boundary of The Broads Authority, (a member of the National Park family) whose 

purposes include Protecting and Enhancing the Natural Environment and Promoting opportunities for Public 

Awareness and Understanding. 

Essex and Suffolk Water, who are the landowners and have duties towards conservation and recreation as 

well as providing quality drinking water to Great Yarmouth and surrounding villages. 

Natural England – who are a government appointed body whose purpose is to ensure that the natural 

environment is conserved, enhanced and managed for the benefit of present and future generations; to 

safeguard protected areas and species in line with British/European law and international initiatives. 

The Environment Agency has a duty to secure the proper use of water resources in England and Wales. It also 

has a responsible for maintaining or improving the quality of fresh, marine, surface and underground water. It 

aims to prevent or reduce the risk of water pollution wherever possible. 

What do we do and why?  

A Project Board meets four times a year to guide the management of the Trinity Broads (and Lound Lakes) and 

is advised by a Technical Group which co ordinates and guides the research and survey work. The partnership 

employs a Conservation Officer who manages the conservation and survey work, and is the point of contact 

for community involvement. There is a Trinity Broads Consultation group and a Fisheries consultation group 

meeting on an annual basis. We also have a catchment project working with farmers and catchment officer to 

support this. 

There are many Government and EU directives guiding the work. These are aimed at restoring habitats, 

protecting species and improving water quality, many of these enshrined in law. One of the main drivers for 

the Partnership has been the need to restore the Trinities from nutrient-rich, algae filled lakes with declining 

wildlife to lower nutrient, species-rich, stable ecosystems with better water quality for wildlife and for people 



 

 

(recreation and water supply). Management undertaken includes: Biomanipulation (removal of certain fish 

species that results in more water fleas creating clear water), reed bed conservation cutting, extensive scrub 

control and invasive species eradication. This has been supported by over 30 years of environmental and 

species monitoring and research. This work has been successful in achieving the project aims of clear water 

and diverse water plant growth in most of the broads.  The water plants provide food for thousands of 

wintering wildfowl of international importance and the rare Bittern has been using the site on a regular basis. 

Anglers are enjoying the excellent perch and rudd fishery that has evolved in the clear water. Endangered 

species such as Desmoulins whorl snail are protected by scrub clearance from the reed bed and well managed 

water levels. Swallowtail butterflies breed in the fen margins and otters are seen on a regular basis playing and 

feeding on the improving fish population. 

 

So, what about the “Weed”? 

The “weed” or water/aquatic plants are the basis of the food chain and integral to supporting this wildlife rich 

system and contribute to the Trinity Broads as a Special Area of Conservation and a Site of Special Scientific 

Interest. The plant growth has increased due to a natural recovery process assisted by fish removal in Ormesby 

Broad in 1995, (this allowed water fleas to increase and consume algae helping the waters clear).  

These plant populations are a legally protected “Feature”, any change in management of these plants that 

might negatively affect their conservation value (or the conservation of species relying on them such as the 

wildfowl) must, by law, be carefully assessed. As the natural process changes and progresses it is not always 

easy for us to predict what will happen. This is why we survey all the Broads twice each summer and have 

done this for a number of years. We also survey with hydroacoustic equipment to give us information on plant 

height and coverage. This data is being analysed over the next few weeks. The plants you see earlier on in the 

summer are mainly pondweeds (Potamogetons) also locally known as stringy weed ; they die back during July. 

These pondweeds have been commonly found in the more northern broads for several years and have caused 

less problems for boats as they do sink down and disappear in the late summer. This year during mid-late 

summer the plants that came up in abundance are mainly, Canadian and Nutalls pondweed (Elodeas). They are 

a more robust species and as we have seen these continue growing  into the late summer but are dying back 

now. 

The Partnership is committed to encouraging quiet and sustainable recreation in the Trinity Broads in 

accordance to the Management Plan. We commit to undertaking an Appropriate Assessment, under the 

Habitats Directive to assess the impacts of any plant cutting to facilitate recreational access. However 

should this assessment conclude that some cutting be possible, under defined conditions, the funding will 

need to be generated for this management which is likely to be a considerable issue at the current time. This 

process may take a while and we thank you for your patience. The Conservation Officer will attend monthly 

committee meetings to update on progress. 

 



 

 

                        

Blue green algae in the Trinity Broads prior to restoration 

 

              
Elodea nuttalii      Potamogeton pusillus 

 

 

For further information please contact Eilish Rothney Conservation Officer on  

Email:  trinitybroads@broads-authority.gov.uk 

Mob:  07711 439180     Fax:  01692 677117                           Post:  Broads Authority Fieldbase,  

Womack Staithe, Horsefen Road, 

Ludham, Norfolk, NR29 5QG. 
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